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Abstract
A function M is given that takes any process p in the calculus of broadcasting sys-
tems CBS and returns a CCS processM (p) with special actions fhear?, heard!, say?,
said! g such that a broadcast of w by p is matched by the sequence say? 

said (w) by
M (p) and a reception of v by hear (v) ? 

heard!. It is shown that p M (p), where
 is a bisimulation equivalence using the above matches, and that M (p) has no
CCS behaviour not covered by . Thus the abstraction of a globally synchronising
broadcast can be implemented by sequences of local synchronisations. The criteria
of correctness are unusual, and arguably stronger than requiring equivalences to
be preserved | the latter does not guarantee that meaning is preserved. Since 
is not a native CCS equivalence, it is a matter of dicussion what the result says
about Holmer's (CONCUR'93) conjecture, partially proved by Ene and Muntean
(FCT'99), that CCS cannot interpret CBS upto preservation of equivalence.
1 Background
1.1 CCS and CBS
Broadcast communication as in CBS, the calculus of broadcasting systems
[14], diers obviously from handshake communication as in CCS [11] in that
the former is one-to-many while the latter is one-to-one. But a perhaps more
important dierence shows up even when just one process observes just one
other: actions in CCS are either observable and interactive (handshake with
the environment) or unobservable and autonomous (internal handshake), while
CBS has observable autonomous (broadcast) actions, and unobservable ac-
tions may be interactive (reception) or autonomous (internal broadcast). An
autonomously running CCS program yields no information | this can only
be had by interacting with the program. In contrast, the user can eavesdrop
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on a CBS computation while it is running. This gives a very simple way to
run CBS programs. The programs themselves are expressed using a set of re-
markably easy to implement coordination primitives on top of any sequential
language. CBS has been used for experiments in parallel programming and in
courses on protocols, etc., and has several implementations.
This paper presents a particular CCS implementation of CBS. The presen-
tation is self-contained, and no prior knowledge of CBS is needed, but readers
unfamiliar with CCS or process calculus in general are referred to [11]. An in-
formal overview of CCS and CBS is given in Section 2, and the formal syntax
and semantics of both calculi in Section 3.
1.2 CBS programs coded in CCS
The CCS implementation of CBS here mimics the top-down sequential ran-
domised interpreter (\TSR") [13,14] for CBS presented in Section 2. TSR is
suitable for this paper because it is very simple. It has been formally shown to
be correct (some techniques are reported in [6]) and the proof used to formally
prove a parallel sorter correct [2]. TSR has also been used for experiments
with the grain of parallelism [14], done with a quasi-parallel machine [16].
TSR is cast in CCS as follows. A function M is given that takes a process
p in CBS and returns a process M (p) in CCS. The behaviour of M (p) mimics
that of TSR applied to p in the following sense: the call-return sequences
in TSR corresponding to CBS actions are encoded as simple CCS protocols.
Then M (p) is shown to behave like p when seen through these protocols.
1.3 Motivation: Global synchronisation via local synchronisations
The original motivation for the present work was not to relate CBS to CCS,
but to clarify an abstraction that has often been seen as problematic: that
the CBS model assumes global synchronisation on every broadcast. And yet
the intuition from sequential implementations of CBS, particularly lazy and
quasi-parallel ones, is that this global synchronisation does not have to be
taken literally, but can in fact be an abstraction from sequences of local syn-
chronisations. The CBS model also assumes that even local hidden broadcasts
synchronise with the environment, while in the implementation the environ-
ment is undisturbed.
To capture and validate these intuitions, the author recast implementations
of CBS processes as abstract machines | originally in a low level notation
with states and unlabelled transitions. This paper uses CCS notation instead.
In so doing, it runs into another thread of research.
1.4 Related work on CBS in CCS
Given dierent calculi of communicating systems, a very natural question that
arises is whether any one can be expressed in terms of any other.
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Holmer (1993) [8] gives a translation function S from CBS to SCCS [10]
such that if p
1
, p
2
2 CBS then p
1
 p
2
() S (p
1
)  S (p
2
), where  is
strong bisimulation equivalence. The existence of a translation is unsurprising,
as (a variant of) SCCS is known to be universal among process calculi [3],
but several facts about it are interesting. First, what is proved: not that p 
S (p), but that S respects an equivalence (such translations between calculi are
called respectful in the sequel). Next, corresponding to CBS broadcast actions
labelledw! and reception actions labelled v?, the SCCS translation uses actions
with precisely these labels. It also uses many others, but only these survive
through to the bisimulation. The question does not arise how SCCS actions be
combined into a broadcast; one SCCS action is merely assigned to represent
the latter. There is no limitation on how SCCS actions may be combined, and
the translation exploits the freedom of interpretation this aords.
Holmer (1993) also conjectures that it is not possible to translate CBS
to CCS. His reason is that a broadcast has to be implemented by dierent
numbers of handshakes in dierent contexts, depending on the number of
receivers. This makes it hard to see how M (p) can be independent of the
context of p. Holmer does not say in what sense the sequence of handshakes
would be required to be equivalent to a broadcast, were a translation possible,
but it seems safe to assume he would require the translation to be respectful.
Ene and Muntean (1999) [4] prove a version of Holmer's conjecture for the
case that M is \uniform", a condition examined in Section 5, and fullled by
neither the translation in this paper nor by Holmer's SCCS translation. They
show that there is no uniform encoding of CBS into CCS that preserves a
\reasonable semantics". What is relevant here is not the exact nature of their
\reasonable semantics", but their remark that they would like the encodings
of two terms equivalent under a certain semantics in the rst calculus to be
equivalent under a related semantics in the second. This recognises that the
translation has in general to respect two equivalences, one over each calculus,
and requires these to be somehow related.
The result in this paper relates the behaviours of p and M (p) directly
by CBS bisimulation, and makes no use of any native equivalence over CCS.
Section 5 discusses this departure from tradition.
2 Informal Overview
First, an informal summary of the operational semantics of both calculi. [11]
or [14] must be consulted for more explanation.
2.1 CCS
The notationm
a(w)?
    !m
0
says that the process m can receive a value w on the
channel a and become the process m
0
. Similarly, m
a(w)!
    !m
0
says that m can
send w along a and become m
0
. The arrow notations
a(w)?
    ! or
a(w)!
    ! need
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no further decoration to say they are CCS actions as opposed to CBS ones,
because the latter, described below, use no channel names. Further down,
CBS experiments are dened over CCS processes. Context should distinguish
CCS processes from CBS ones, but as an aid, CCS processes are usually called
m (with primes and subscripts) while CBS processes are called p.
The inference rule below for parallel composition j says how matching oers
of reception and transmission can be combined.
m
1
a(w)?
    !m
0
1
m
2
a(w)!
    !m
0
2
m
1
j m
2

 !m
0
1
j m
0
2
The resulting communication action  is both autonomous and unobservable,
and is the only action with either of these properties.
Finally, the type of the values w above is determined uniquely by the
channel. Types are needed in this paper only to describe the CBS scoping
operator. They are usually clear from the context and dropped.
2.2 CBS
Each CBS process communicates along a lone channel implicitly associated
with the process. Processes in parallel share this implicit channel, and syn-
chronise on every broadcast on it. Processes are input-enabled, that is, they
are always prepared to receive any broadcast value. It helps to think of broad-
casting as akin to speaking and receiving to hearing. Speech is autonomous,
while hearing only happens when someone else speaks. Processes speak one
at a time, contention between speakers being resolved non-deterministically.
A CBS channel carries data of only one type, say . Let w 2 

= [fg,
where  =2  is a special value standing for a hidden broadcast. Then p
w?
  !p
0
means p can hear w and become p
0
as a result, and p
w!
  !p
0
means p can say w
and become p
0
as a result. Note that the implicit lone channel is not named.
The characteristic communication rule for CBS is
p
1
w?
  ! p
0
1
p
2
w!
  ! p
0
2
p
1
j p
2
w!
  ! p
0
1
j p
0
2
The notation p
w!
  =! is used to mean 6 9p
0
: p
w!
  ! p
0
, and p
w?
  =! to mean
6 9p
0
: p
w?
  ! p
0
. It is convenient to dene, for any CBS process p, a predicate
p
Æ!
  ! () p
 !
  =! and 8v: p
v!
  =!
and to write p
Æ!
  ! as p
Æ!
  ! p so that \p has nothing to say" is written as a
pseudo speech action. There is no corresponding receive action: 8p. p
Æ?
  =!.
To take advantage of this convention, w is allowed to range over 
Æ
=  [
fg [ fÆg, where Æ =2 , Æ 6=  is a special value standing for \no broadcast".
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Except that Æ! never causes a change of state, it is rather like a clock tick
in a timed CBS [15] with maximal progress: it is what happens when no has
anything to say.
The following properties will hold by induction for every CBS process p.
(i) p
?
  ! p
0
=) p  p
0
(ii) 8v: 9! p
0
: p
v?
  ! p
0
The rst is obviously in keeping with the design of the communication model,
but there are versions of CBS without the second property, which says that
CBS processes are input-deterministic. This simplifying property holds here
because a restricted choice operator is used instead of a general + as in CCS.
Hiding, restriction and translation are provided as follows. Processes whose
implicit channel carries data of type  are assigned type Proc () and can
be thought of as speaking the language . If f :  ! 

, g: ! 

and
p 2 Proc (), then T
f
g
p 2 Proc () is a process consisting of p encapsulated by
translating functions f and g. These functions translate broadcast values from
and to the subsystem. Translation to  means the value is hidden or restricted,
respectively. The functions are extended by setting f () = g () =  .
p
g(w)?
    ! p
0
T
f
g
p
w?
  ! T
f
g
p
0
p
w!
  ! p
0
T
f
g
p
f(w)!
    ! T
f
g
p
0
2.3 Interpreting CBS in CCS
This development is in three steps.
2.3.1 TSR
The starting point is TSR. It represents CBS processes as members of an
abstract data type, and provides a function
say: Proc ()! Int! h
Æ
;Proc ()i
such that
9r: say p r = hw; p
0
i () p
w!
  ! p
0
Here r is a random seed, needed to mimic non-determinism.
The TSR algorithm is easily understood by considering just the case say p r
where p  p
1
j p
2
. Here r is used to pick one of p
1
, p
2
as speaker. Suppose
it picks p
1
, and that say p
1
r
1
= hw; p
0
1
i, where r
1
is a new random number.
Then there are three cases.
If w 2 , then p
2
is made to hear w. That is, say p r = hw; (p
0
1
j hear p
2
w)i,
where
hear: Proc ()! ! Proc ()
such that
hear p v = p
0
() p
v?
  ! p
0
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A function suÆces for this version of CBS because it is input-enabled and
-deterministic.
If w =  , that is, p
1
makes a hidden broadcast, then say p r = hw; p
0
1
j p
2
i.
That is, the hear invocation is skipped.
If w = Æ, that is, p
1
has nothing to say, then say is applied to p
2
and three
similar cases arise. If p
2
too has nothing to say, then p has nothing to say.
The other cases, where the outermost constructor of p is not j, are easier.
If say p r
1
= hw
1
; p
1
i, say p
1
r
2
= hw
2
; p
2
i, : : :, say p
i 1
r
i
= hw
i
; p
i
i, then w
1
,
w
2
, : : :, w
i
is one of the traces of p. The trace ends at w
i
if w
i
= Æ.
TSR has been formally shown [2,6] to be sound and complete w.r.t. the
operational semantics of CBS. That is, every execution sequence produced by
TSR can be justied by the semantics of CBS, and every trace derivable from
the semantics is produced by a run of TSR for some random seed.
2.3.2 TSR in CCS
Next, for any CBS process p 2 Proc (), the say and hear functions partially
applied to p are provided as commands to a CCS process M (p), which is the
CCS encoding of p.
The CCS equivalent of evaluating say p r is to send M (p) the message say.
No random seed is needed, since M (p) can be non-deterministic. If p
w!
  ! p
0
,
M (p) can respond said (w) and evolves to M (p
0
). Since w 2 
Æ
, M (p) will
always have some response, even if w =  or w = Æ.
The CCS equivalent of evaluating hear p v is to send M (p) the message
hear (v). If p
v?
  ! p
0
, M (p) responds heard! and evolves to M (p
0
).
The function M is dened in Table 3.
2.3.3 Relating p and M (p)
Lastly, the behaviour of p is related to that of M (p) by dening CBS experi-
ments over CCS processes.
Denition 2.1 [CBS experiments over CCS processes] Let m, m
0
be arbi-
trary CCS processes. The following CBS experiments are dened over CCS
processes, for w 2 
Æ
and v 2 .
m
w!
  !m
0
() m
say

?
    !

 !

said

(w)!
       !m
0
m
v?
  !m
0
() m
hear

(v)?
       !

 !

heard

!
      !m
0
m
?
  !m
The subscript  is usually clear from the context and is dropped. \CBS
experiment" is usually abbreviated \experiment". Bisimulations over these
experiments are called CBS bisimulations, usually abbreviated just \bisimu-
lations".
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CCS processes of the form m M (p), for some CBS process p, are said to
be in CBS form. Denition 2.1 applies to any CCS processes m and m
0
, but
of course only those in CBS form are explicitly constructed to have CBS ex-
periments dened over them. A CCS process in CBS form will evolve by CCS
moves through processes not of this form, but, as shown by Proposition 4.4,
will eventually always oer complete CBS experiments.
With the same kinds of transitions dened on both CBS and CCS pro-
cesses, Proposition 4.5 establishes a CBS bisimulation between any CBS pro-
cess p and its CCS interpretation M (p). It also shows that the result of a
CBS experiment on a CBS form is another CBS form, not just a CCS process
CBS-bisimilar to a CBS form.
The last clause in the denition above saves the trouble of explicitly pro-
viding each M (p) with a sum branch hear () ? heard!M (p). As the reader
can guess, the CCS interpreter will optimise by not delivering  's as messages
to be heard.
2.4 Derived experiment relations
Weak bisimulation for CCS can be formulated as relating low level experiments

 ! to sequences

 !


 !

 !

. Alternatively, the latter sequence can be
regarded as a single derived experiment relation, also labelled with . Weak
bisimulation is then just ordinary bisimulation over such experiments.
Derived experiment relations are common in process calculus, but the de-
rived and underlying relations can usually be understood in terms of the same
communication model. In contrast, Denition 2.1 relates a communication of
one kind, broadcast, to one of a completely dierent kind, handshake. Note
also that the CBS experiments above put external actions on either side of s,
in contrast to CCS weak bisimulation experiments.
3 Formal Syntax and Semantics of CCS and CBS
3.1 CCS
The syntax of CCS is given by
m : : = 0



a (x) ?m



a (v) !m



m+m



mjm



b! m;m



m " I



T

m



A (d)
where a ranges over channel names, I ranges over sets of channel names, and
processes are dened in an environment of equations of the form A (z) = m,
where z is a variable and d a constant of the data type parameterising the
equation. The relabelled process T

m, where  is a bijection over channel
names is simply written m. If an action  = a (v) ! then  (a) (v) ! is simply
written , i.e., the relabelling  applies only to the channel name of the
action. Table 1 shows the inference rules for CCS.
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a (x) ?m
a(v)?
    !m[v=x] a (u) !m
a(u)!
    !m
m
1

 !m
0
1
m
1
+m
2

 !m
0
1
m
1

 !m
0
1
(tt ! m
1
; m
2
)

 !m
0
1
m
1

 !m
0
1
m
1
jm
2

 !m
0
1
jm
2
m
1
a(v)!
    !m
0
1
m
2
a(v)?
    !m
0
2
m
1
jm
2

 !m
0
1
jm
0
2
m

 !m
0
m " I

 !m
0
" I
m

 !m
0
m " I

 !m
0
" I
name () 2 I
m[d=z]

 !m
0
A (d)

 !m
0
A (z) = m
m

 !m
0
m

  ! m
0
There are symmetric rules for m
1
+m
2
and m
1
jm
2
where m
2
acts and sends;
also a symmetric conditional.
Table 1
Operational rules for CCS
3.2 CBS
This paper is restricted to nite CBS processes. The key idea, how to interpret
multi-way communication pairwise, has nothing to do with recursive CBS
processes, and the proofs need induction over the structure of CBS processes.
If recursive CBS processes are included, \induction over depth of guardedness"
would be needed instead, as in [14]. This isn't hard, but seems an unnecessary
distraction in this paper, so recursive CBS processes have been dropped for
expository reasons. Thus \CBS" in this paper is a subset of that in [14].
Much of the needed notation has already been introduced. Let x: be
a variable, and u; v: be expressions. Let b be a boolean expression. Let
p

: Proc (), w

: 
Æ
, f :  ! 

, and g:! 

. Note that  is an existential
type. Then the processes speaking  are given by
p : : = 0



x? p



v! p



hx; pi&hv; pi



p j p



b! p; p



T
f
g
p

The notation b! p; q means \if b then p else q".
The subscripts  are usually dropped. In processes of the form T
f
g
p, it is
convenient if f is called T
"
and g is called T
#
. The convention is that T
T
"
T
#
p is
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p
?
  ! p
0
v?
  ! 0
x? p
v?
  ! p[v=x]
u! p
v?
  ! u! p u! p
u!
  ! p
hx; pi&hu; qi
v?
  ! p[v=x] hx; pi&hu; qi
u!
  ! q
p
w?
  ! p
0
q
w?
  ! q
0
p j q
w?
  ! p
0
j q
0
p
w!
  ! p
0
q
w?
  ! q
0
p j q
w!
  ! p
0
j q
0
p
T
#
(w)?
     ! p
0
Tp
w?
  ! Tp
0
p
w!
  ! p
0
Tp
T
"
(w)!
    ! Tp
0
p
v?
  ! p
0
(tt ! p; q)
v?
  ! p
0
p
w!
  ! p
0
(tt ! p; q)
w!
  ! p
0
Metavariables: Here v, u range over , and w ranges over 

.
There are symmetric rules for p j q where q speaks, and for ( ! p; q).
p
Æ!
  ! p () p
 !
  =! and 8v: p
v!
  =!
Table 2
Operational rules for CBS
abbreviated to Tp.
No syntax or computation rules are given for , but the evaluation of
expressions is assumed to terminate. Thus closed data expressions merely
stand for their values. It must be possible to determine when two elements
of  are equal. CBS is rst order. That is,  may not itself involve the type
Proc () for any .
Occurrences of x are bound in x? p and hx; pi&hv; qi, and the scope of x
here is p. p[v=x] denotes the result of substituting v for x in p. (Data)-open
9
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and closed processes are dened in the obvious way; thus x? x! 0 is closed while
x! 0 is open. Only closed processes act. Table 2 shows the inference rules for
CBS.
The following rules dene
Æ!
  ! independently of
 !
  ! and
v!
  !, and agree
with the previous denition of
Æ!
  !.
0
Æ!
  ! x? p
Æ!
  !
p
Æ!
  ! q
Æ!
  !
p j q
Æ!
  !
p
Æ!
  !
(tt ! p; q)
Æ!
  !
p
Æ!
  !
Tp
Æ!
  !
4 A CCS interpreter for CBS
This is given in Table 3 and follows the sketch in Section 2.
M (p) has the interface
I

= fhear

() ? ; heard

! ; say

? ; said

(
Æ
) ! g
where the types in parentheses refer to the data carried along the respective
channels. The subscripts  are usually clear from the context and are dropped.
M should be thought of as polymorphic: applied to p 2 Proc (), it produces
a CCS process that uses channels subscripted by . Alternatively, M can be
thought of as monomorphic, and being subscripted by ; this subscript too is
usually dropped.
The rst four CBS constructors are simple. Here bisimulation between
p and M (p) is immediate in terms of the CBS transitions of Denition 2.1,
without even any mention of  moves.
The conditional combinator is easiest understood by seeing that the b has
to be evaluated before any moves can be derived for either of b ! p; q and
b ! M (p) ;M (q). If b is tt, then these two have respectively the behaviours
of p and M (p).
The behaviour of M (p j q) has already been explained informally. The
components M (p) and M (q) are relabelled by 
l
and 
r
, and cannot interact
directly with the environment; only PAR does that. If it gets a hear (v) ?
command, it distributes the v to bothM (p) and M (q), waiting until each has
acknowledged it by a heard, and then sends its own heard! to the environment.
If M (p j q) gets a say command, this is oered, suitably relabelled, to both
M (p) and M (q). If the rst taker says Æ, the second gets a chance. If both
say Æ, that is reported by said (Æ). If either has a w 6= Æ to say, it is passed up
to the environment via said; if w 6=  , it is rst given to the other via a hear.
The  consideration is an optimisation.
The implementation of the scoping construct should be easy to understand.
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M (0) = hear (v) ? heard!M (0) +say? said (Æ) !M (0)
M (x? p) = hear (v) ? heard!M (p[v=x]) +say? said (Æ) !M (x? p)
M (u! p) = hear (v) ? heard!M (u! p) +say? said (u) !M (p)
M (hx; p
1
i&hu; p
2
i) = hear (v) ? heard!M (p
1
[v=x]) +say? said (u) !M (p
2
)
M (b! p
1
; p
2
) = b!M (p
1
) ;M (p
2
)
M (p
1
j p
2
) = (
1
(M (p
1
)) j 
2
(M (p
2
)) j PAR) " I
M (Tp) =
 

1
(M (p)) j TRANS
 
T
"
;T
#

" I
I = fhear () ? ; heard! ; say? ; said (
Æ
) ! g
for i 2 f1; 2g, 
i
= f hear () ? 7! hear
i
() ? ;
heard! 7! heard
i
! ;
say? 7! say
i
? ;
said (
Æ
) ! 7! said
i
(
Æ
) ! g
PAR = hear (v) ? hear
1
(v) ! heard
1
?
hear
2
(v) ! heard
2
?
heard! PAR
+say? SAY
SAY =
P
i=1;2
say
i
! said
i
(w) ? (w = Æ ! LAST (1  i) ; SAID (1  i; w))
LAST (i) = say
i
! said
i
(w) ? (w = Æ ! said (Æ) ! ; SAID (1  i; w))
SAID (i; w) = w =  ! said () ! PAR;
hear
i
(w) ! heard
i
? said (w) ! PAR
TRANS (f; g) = hear (v) ? g (v) =  ! heard! TRANS (f; g) ;
hear
1
(g (v)) ! heard
1
? heard! TRANS (f; g)
+ say? say
1
! said
1
(w) ? said (f (w)) ! TRANS (f; g)
Table 3
CCS interpreter for CBS
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4.1 CBS forms have no CCS moves other than CBS experiments
Proposition 4.5 establishes 8p 2 CBS: p  M (p), and shows that CBS forms
have all the necessary CBS experiments and no other. This subsection shows
that CBS forms have no irrelevant CCS moves, i.e. that every sequence of
CCS moves from a CBS form either includes a CBS experiment as a lead-
ing subsequence, or can be extended, and every extension leads to a CBS
experiment.
This is done by three lemmas. The rst shows that every CBS form is
open to any CBS experiment, and has no other initial CCS moves. The next
two show that every subsequent CCS evolution completes the experiment that
has begun.
All three lemmas use the same structure of proof, induction on the struc-
ture of p. The only cases not immediate areM (p
1
j p
2
) andM (Tp), where the
initial moves come not from the components but from PAR and from TRANS
respectively.
Lemma 4.1 (Command enabled) 8p 2 CBS, M (p) has a say? move and
hear (v) ? moves for all v, and no other moves.
Proof. The induction here is only used to show the absence of  moves from
components. 2
Lemma 4.2 (Input completion) 8p 2 CBS. 8v. every sequence of CCS
moves starting with M (p)
hear(v)?
      ! leads to a v? CBS experiment.
Proof. Note that there is only one sequence for each v. The induction is used
to show that M (p
1
j p
2
) completes a v? experiment assuming that p
1
and p
2
both do. That these components have such an experiment is guaranteed by
Lemma 4.1. 2
Lemma 4.3 (Output completion) 8p 2 CBS. every sequence of CCS moves
starting with M (p)
say?
    ! leads to a w! CBS experiment.
Proof. Non-determinism arises here because either component in M (p
1
j p
2
)
might respond to the relayed say? command. Three cases arise depending on
the w! from this component ( by induction, there will be such a w), and in
the case w 6=  and w 6= Æ, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 guarantee that the other
component has a matching w? experiment and will complete it. 2
Proposition 4.4 Every CCS evolution of a CBS form leads to a CBS exper-
iment.
Proof. Implied by the preceding lemmas. 2
4.2 CBS forms implement CBS processes upto CBS bisimulation
It will be convenient to let \ range over f! ; ? g. As usual, p, p
0
2 CBS and
m 2 CCS.
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Proposition 4.5 fhp;M (p)i j p 2 CBSg is a CBS bisimulation. Then
(i) 8p: p M (p).
(ii) 8p: 8w: 8\ :M (p)
w\
  !m implies 9p
0
such that m M (p
0
).
Proof.
Forwards Let p
w\
  !
n
p
0
mean p
w\
  !p
0
can be derived in at most n inferences.
Then it is to be shown that 8n  1: H (n), where H (n) is the hypothesis
that 8p; w; \ ; p
0
. p
w\
  !
n
p
0
=)M (p)
w\
  !M (p
0
). The proof is by induction
on n.
The base case is H (1). This arises from the constructors 0, x? p, v! p and
hx; pi&hu; qi. They are easy. H (1) also includes the rule p
?
  ! p, which is
covered by the clause m
?
  !m in Denition 2.1.
For the step, H (n + 1) is to be proved from H (n). Here p has three
cases, where the constructors are the conditional, parallel composition and
scoping. Just three subcases are oered as examples; the others are similar.
Conditional. Suppose (b! p; q)
w\
  !
n+1
p
0
and b is tt. Then it must be
that p
w\
  !
n
p
0
. Then by H (n), M (p)
w\
  !M (p
0
), soM (b! p; q)
w\
  !M (p
0
)
and H (n+ 1) follows.
Parallel composition. Suppose p j q
v!
  !
n+1
p
0
j q
0
. One way this can arise
is p
v!
  !
n
p
0
and q
v?
  !
n
q
0
. By H (n), M (p)
v!
  !M (p
0
), and M (q)
v?
  !M (q
0
).
Then M (p j q)
v!
  !M (p
0
j q
0
) follows via several  's, giving H (n+ 1).
Scoping. If T
#
(v) =  , then Tp
v?
  !
2
Tp, as p
?
  !
1
p is given. No induction
is involved, forM (Tp)
v?
  !M (Tp) is direct. Only TRANS acts,M (p) is not
involved. The case where T
#
(v) 6=  is no harder than parallel composition.
Backwards Let m, m
1
, m
2
range over CCS processes. Let H (p) be the
property that 8w; \ ;m. M (p)
w\
  !m =) 9p
0
: m M (p
0
) and p
w\
  ! p
0
. It
is to be shown that 8p:H (p). The proof is by structural induction on p.
The base case is H (0) and is easy.
The three prexes too follow directly without need for induction. For
example, M (x? p) has only two CBS moves, one via
Æ!
  ! to M (x? p) and
one via
v?
  ! to M (p[v=x]), and H (x? p) follows without using H (p).
If b is tt, then M (b! p
1
; p
2
) has exactly the behaviour of M (p
1
), and
then b ! p
1
; p
2
has exactly the behaviour of p
1
. So H (b! p
1
; p
2
) follows
from H (p).
Suppose H (p
1
) and H (p
2
) and M (p
1
j p
2
)
v!
  !m. This can only arise by
cases such as m  (
1
(m
1
) j 
2
(m
2
) j PAR) " I where M (p
1
)
v!
  !m
1
and
M (p
2
)
v?
  ! m
2
, say. Then by H (p
1
), m
1
 M (p
0
1
) for some p
0
1
such that
p
1
v!
  ! p
0
1
, and by H (p
2
), m
2
 M (p
0
2
) for some p
0
2
such that p
2
v?
  ! p
0
2
.
Then p
1
j p
2
v!
  ! p
0
1
j p
0
2
, yielding H (p
1
j p
2
).
H (Tp) similarly follows from H (p).
2
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4.3 Possible extensions
A simple extension to the interpreter is to change PAR so that after a hear (x) ?
it rst transmits both hear
1
(x) ! and hear
2
(x) ! and then waits for heard
1
? and
heard
2
? in either order. This introduces some parallelism, but a similar proof
goes through.
A more diÆcult and interesting development would be to drop the heard
acknowledgements. They make the present proof easier, by ensuring that
the derivative m of a CBS move M (p)
v?
  !m is already of the form M (p
0
)
rather than a few  moves away from it. Without heard, both M (p
1
j p
2
)
and M (Tp) would accept a hear (v) ? command and be immediately ready
for other commands while the v was still trickling down through the system.
Then p
v?
  !p
0
would be matched by just M (p)
hear(v)?
      !m  M (p
0
). A proof
that M (p)  p still holds with this setup would validate a more accurate CCS
encoding of a lazy interpreter.
A further interesting development would be to drop the say commands.
This would mimic a bottom up interpreter where the components of a parallel
composition generate requests to speak rather than respond to a command to
speak. Such an interpreter resolves contention between speakers by parallelism
rather than by pseudo-random numbers.
5 On translating operational semantics
Propositions 4.5 and 4.4 establish a direct relation between p andM (p) rather
than showing that M is respectful. This new direct relation makes no use of
native equivalences over CCS processes, though of course it induces one |
two CCS processes can be dened to be equivalent if they are equivalent to
the same CBS process. This departure from tradition calls for comment. The
next subsection argues that the present result is stronger than a proof of
respectfulness would be.
5.1 Respectfulness: preserving semantics upto equivalence
First, note that respectfulness by itself is not suÆcient to establish the most
fundamental requirement of any translation, the preservation of meaning. For
example, a translation from English to Swedish that takes each equivalent of
\come" to some equivalent of \go" in Swedish is respectful but nonsensical.
Of course to prove the impossibility of a translation, it is suÆcient to
prove that no translation could respect any reasonable equivalences. Ene and
Muntean augment respectfulness by a relation between the languages, but it
seems to this author that only the augmentation says something direct about
the preservation of meaning. This paper takes an altogether more direct route.
Holmer uses respectfulness for his positive result about translation from
CBS to SCCS, but avoids a nonsensical situation because the SCCS actions
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in his translation carry exactly the labels of the corresponding CBS action.
(In fact, more can be said than p
1
 p
2
() S (p
1
)  S (p
2
), for a kind
of bisimulation-upto-bisimulation can be established between p and S (p)).
Similarly, abstract machines often produce the exact value or action of the
interpreted program, so no relation has to be set up between the implemented
language and the machine language.
These remarks may explain why denitions like 2.1 have not featured more
largely in translations between calculi.
It is a matter of discussion whether M in this paper should be regarded as
a respectful translation from CBS to CCS, since it has been shown to preserve
not a native equivalence over CCS, but only one induced by the CCS protocols
for TSR procedures (though not by M itself!). What is clear is that M (p)
is independent of the context of p, yet implements a broadcast by dierent
numbers of handshakes in dierent contexts, and ensures M (p)  p where
 is a new relation, though hopefully meaningful. Holmer's conjecture was
inspired by the belief that these were unlikely achievements, and therefore can
be said to be disproved in spirit if not in letter.
5.1.1 Uniformity conditions
Ene and Muntean prove that Holmer's conjecture is true if the translation is
\uniform", which requires among other things that
M (p
1
j p
2
)
def
=M (p
1
) jM (p
2
)
As pointed out above, M in this paper is not uniform. The relevant frag-
ment is
M (p
1
j p
2
)
def
= (
1
(M (p
1
)) j 
2
(M (p
2
)) j PAR) " I
Holmer's SCCS translation too uses a similar structure. Indeed the present
author nds this uniformity condition rather a strong requirement, and would
nd interesting any function that satises it and yet relates signicantly dif-
ferent modes of communication.
Another \uniformity condition" is adopted by Ene and Muntean and bro-
ken by both the SCCS and CCS interpreters for CBS. In an attempt to apply
it to M , it would say something like
M (p)
def
=  (M (p))
This condition is in any case not directly applicable to this paper, as CBS
replaces the relabelling and restriction operators of CCS by a single scoping
construct. The details are irrelevant here; what is interesting is that this
condition too applies to static operators whose denition is an integral part
of the communication model, thus strengthening the feeling that a uniform
translation is only meant to link two quite similar modes of communication.
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6 Conclusions and further work
6.1 Conclusions
Both [8,4] and informal conversations suggest that the general guess has been
that CCS cannot interpret CBS. So the main contributions here are the trans-
lation M from CBS to CCS, simple though it turned out to be, the new
correctness criterion, and the proof of correctness.
M preserves an equivalence over CCS induced by protocols for TSR pro-
cedures, but is not designed to preserve any native equivalence over CCS, and
so might not be regarded as respectful in a meaningful sense. It is therefore a
matter of interpretation whether M disproves Holmer's conjecture, though it
certainly does so in spirit.
The author does not know of similar studies of implementation, particu-
larly those linking very dierent calculi, or of denitions of experiment that
bracket a sequence of internal moves by external ones, though both seem very
natural. These stylistic novelties warrant caution until they have passed wider
scrutiny.
Respectful and uniform translations seem to often appear in work on ex-
pressivity, but as this paper notes, respectful translations may fail to preserve
meaning, and neither M nor Holmer's translation from CBS to SCCS are
uniform.
The present result does not say that CCS has the properties of CBS. It says
that the subset of CCS processes of the formM (p), where p is a CBS process,
have CBS properties when viewed through CBS experiments. In the light of
Holmer's conjecture, it does say something new about the expressive power of
CCS, by combining the new experiment denition with the well-known facts
that CCS can encode procedure calls and that CBS already had a functional
interpreter.
The original goal, of showing that the global synchronisation of the CBS
model is an abstraction from a sequence of local synchronisations, has been
achieved modulo the non-standard correctness requirement. Similar abstrac-
tions from local to global synchronisation are of interest in the setting of
LUSTRE and other synchronous languages [1]).
6.2 Future work
Several issues vie for immediate attention. Variants of M have already been
mentioned. It remains to be seen whether these can be proved correct, but
they have been implememented and seem to work in practice.
A lazy M resulting from getting rid of the heard communications is of
course just TSR implemented using a lazy language. As for getting rid of the
say communications, the author has implemented a bottom up interpreter,
where components generate speech requests autonomously, thus getting rid of
the say communications. Requests bubble up the process tree, while heard
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values and permits to speak travel down, obliterating any requests they meet
on the way.
TSR does not feed a  produced by one component to another, but one
can go further, and not regard  as a value to be passed up along said. Various
alternatives are possible; one, discussed in [14], allows  's to synchronise and
hardly changes CBS.
The equivalence induced by TSR on CCS seems only a curiosity from the
point of view of CCS. But weak equivalence, say, over CCS would induce
via Denition 2.1 a meaningful implementation equivalence on CBS, and this
would be well worth studying.
6.3 Related work
[8,4] are of course the main references, but many others have already been
mentioned. There are also several more implementations of CBS than those
already mentioned: an object oriented one by Wilhelmi (2000) [17], and other
styles of functional CBS implementation by Jones (1993) [9] and Petersson
(1994) [12]. Another use of CBS for formal proofs of correctness is reported
by [5].
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